
When you spend less time 
searching and more time doing. 

The LEARN  
Solution
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LEARN makes your documents as intelligent as your people—by turning all of your 
content into a single, intelligent and fully searchable source of truth. With the growing 
family of LEARN products, you can provide faster, easier and safer access to the 
information your teams depend on, gain a deeper, more actionable understanding 
of your documents and how people use them, and make your content an even more 
productive and intelligent engine for your growth and success.

LE
A

RN Analytics
Gain the insights you need to help improve user 
behavior, shape business outcomes, and get more 
value from your NetDocuments investment.

Analytics provides data analysis and visualization 
tools you can use to turn a wealth of user activity, 
system performance, and team collaboration data 
into deep insights that will unlock the full potential of 
your NetDocuments solution. With Analytics, you can 
quickly identify who is using NetDocuments the most 
(or not at all), reward top contributors, and encourage 
increased participation. You can see how your teams 
are working together and find areas for improvement 
and training. And you can monitor the performance 
of your entire NetDocuments system, so you can 
address problem areas and maximize your ROI. 

NetKnowledge (powered by BA Insight)

Save time, boost productivity, and streamline 
workflows by expanding and unifying your 
enterprise search. 

NetKnowledge replaces the slow, frustrating  
process of searching through different systems  
and applications individually with one fast, safe,  
and familiar search experience. With NetKnowledge, 
you can create a single, federated source of truth 
that includes all of the documents, ideas, policies 
and other essential information stored in different 
systems across your organization. NetKnowledge also 
simplifies workflows by making NetDocuments part 
of your enterprise search solution without requiring 
you to repeatedly download and index content. And it 
respects existing data access restrictions put in place 
at the source of the data, making sure searches only 
return information that people are authorized to see.

Add On Technology Options:

Highlights (powered by LexisNexis)

With Highlights, you can save time, protect your 
firm, and strengthen your arguments by doing little 
more than uploading a file to NetDocuments. 

Highlights Powered by LexisNexis® is a legal research 
and knowledge management solution combining 
the benefits of Lexis and NetDocuments. With 
Highlights, entity extraction and many of the Lexis’ 
research capabilities are brought directly into the 
NetDocuments viewer, and when your research needs 
to go deeper, a single click will take you directly into 
the specific research endpoint at Lexis that you need. 
Now, firms can easily locate and classify precedent 
documents—a tremendous time saver for attorneys 
dealing with hundreds of pleadings and responses. 
Due diligence is a breeze with the entity extraction 
and direct links to Lexis. Enrich your documents using 
a combination of citations, and entity extraction from 
LexisNexis—all from within NetDocuments.
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Transparency Is the New Expectation 
NetDocuments Analytics provides deep insights across your business, departments, and projects, so 
everyone in your organization can spend less time searching for answers and more time focused on key 
tasks that fuel your growth and success. 

• Share Insights and Expertise 
Workspace Analytics makes it easier to identify 
top users and key contributors, so you can actively 
promote collaboration and knowledge sharing 
across your organization.

• Monitor System Performance 
Repository Analytics gives you a view into system 
speed, usage, and other key performance data, so 
you know you’re always getting the most out of your 
NetDocuments investment. 

Gain deeper visibility into how people are using NetDocuments

• Maximize ROI  
Cabinet Analytics provides the data you need  
to understand how your teams work, so you  
can identify areas for improvement and  
targeted training.

NetDocuments Analytics gives your business leaders, practice teams, and IT 
administrators the analytical tools and deep insights they need to understand and 
improve user behavior, shape business outcomes, and maximize the value of the 
information that powers your business.

With Analytics, you see exactly when and how users are interacting with your 
NetDocuments system, so you can take active steps to boost user adoption, 
increase the value of your document management system (DMS), and transform 
your information into an even more powerful resource for driving success  
across your organization.

Analytics

Add On Technology
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NetKnowledge Powered by BA Insights

• Find Everything You Need
Pinpoint key documents, experts, business 
partners, and other information previously locked 
in separate business applications and systems 
with one fast, convenient search.

• Get Accurate Answers to Crucial 
Questions 
Curate best practices and highlight official answers 
using knowledge management contributions and 
key term boosting capabilities.

Instantly locate documents and resources across your entire organization 

• Protect the User Experience and  
Your Documents
Boost confidence by giving employees fast, secure 
access to all of your best information through one 
simple search experience.

To compete and succeed, your employees need instant, reliable access to all of 
the best ideas, official policies, and collective knowledge your organization has to 
offer—no matter where they’re located. In this environment, a disjointed, limited 
collection of search tools that can only find information in specific applications or 
systems will inevitably lead to confusion, poor alignment, and wasted time.

NetKnowledge solves this problem—by bringing all of your data, documents, and 
systems together into a cohesive and unified single source of truth, so your users 
can quickly find all the information they need—across your entire organization—
with a single search.

Add On Technology

Increase Knowledge Sharing Without the Risk 
NetKnowledge lets you skip all of the time-consuming customization and meta data mapping that usually 
go with enterprise search solutions. With NetKnowledge, you can quickly bring all of your collective wisdom 
and knowledge together through a single search tool—while still keeping sensitive information secure and 
hidden from people without the proper access rights.
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Highlights Powered by LexisNexis

• Citations
Unlike other tools available, Shepard’s Signal™ 
indicators from LexisNexis are applied within 
NetDocuments, so you automatically receive  
this information.  

• Classify Documents 
Classify documents as a motion or other type  
of litigation document. Automatic classification 
helps create a network of documents, so you  
can search for a particular motion as well as  
any response to that motion.

Enrich your documents using a combination of citations, automatic 
classification and entities from LexisNexis, all from within NetDocuments. 

• Due Diligence  
Highlights identifies companies within your 
documents and with a single click you can access 
a wealth of LexisNexis data, including SEC filings, 
analyst reports such as Gartner and Forrester, Dun & 
Bradstreet financial information, and news content.

• Extend Your Research
Highlights links you to LexisNexis entities so you  
can quickly see information about how a judge  
ruled in the past, what the opposing counsel is 
known for, how an expert witness has been used  
in the past, and much more. 

You know that legal research is essential, but even the best solutions require 
manual steps which take a lot of time and energy. But now, with Highlights Powered 
by LexisNexis, you can save time, protect your firm, and strengthen your arguments 
by doing little more than uploading a file to NetDocuments. 

Highlights works by passing files in NetDocuments through the LexisNexis analysis 
engine. It will automatically find citations, link Shephard Signals, and identify key 
entities with links to more research in LexisNexis that is pertinent to your argument 
or transaction. That way, you have everything you need to dive into the details of 
your strategy, right at your fingertips.

Add On Technology

Arm yourself with the most up to date and relevant  
information that you can find in seconds.  
Once a file is uploaded to NetDocuments, citations are automatically marked. Key information about 
the matter—such as the judge, attorneys, expert witnesses, and more—is automatically extracted, made 
searchable in NetDocuments, and linked to deeper research options available in Lexis Nexis, providing 
critical insights that will help you ultimately build an air-tight case.



When great legal 
minds can think alike.

Turn all of your content into an 
intelligent and fully searchable source 
of truth with LEARN. With this growing 
family of products, you can harness 
both the power of your documents 
and the wisdom and experience of 
your top users. 

LEARN makes it faster, easier,  
and safer for your teams to access 
the information they depend on 
while providing you with a deeper 
understanding of how they use  
that content to fuel your growth  
and success. 

Give your teams the tools they 
need to Work Inspired. 

Get LEARN today.

To learn more, visit  
www.NetDocuments.com  
or call (866) 638-3627.


